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Time scales from two-neutron intensity interferometry for the reaction 40Ar 1165Ho
at E/A525 MeV
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As a test for the time scale of neutron emission, two-neutron intensity interferometry was applied to the
reaction40Ar1165Ho at E/A525 MeV. After appropriate corrections for neutron scattering, the correlation
function showed a lifetime that was about a factor of two shorter than the lifetime predicted for the statistical
decay of an equilibrated nucleus. Preequilibrium emission may explain some of this difference.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In order to describe the forces at work in nuclei, it
important to understand the collective motion of a system
nucleons. One important aspect of describing a nuclear
tem is the time involved in various processes of the evo
tion. A clock which can gauge the time for a particular pr
cess provides a way to quantify the motion of the nucle
from the nuclear collision to their final state.

Many techniques have been applied to the problem
measuring the time scale in nuclear reactions@1#. Some com-
mon techniques are the rate of emission of neutrons, the
of giant dipoleg-ray ~GDR! emission, and crystal blocking
Unfortunately the times measured by these different te
niques do not agree. These discrepancies are illustrate
looking at the case of fusion/fission reactions. One anal
using neutron emission rates from a large set of fission d
with excitation energiesE* 570– 210 MeV and comparing
them to a ‘‘static’’ statistical model finds fission times
2 – 5310220 s ~6000 to 15 000 fm/c! @2#. An alternate
analysis, which introduced time-dependent cascade calc
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tions and dynamics into the model, extracted lifetimes fro
5310220 to 10218 s from the same data set~15 000 to
300 000 fm/c! @3#. An experiment measuring GDRg rays
from a reaction withE* 564 MeV finds a lifetime of 2.9
310219 s (87 000 fm/c) @4#. Another technique, crysta
blocking, has recently been modified to be sensitive to
sion lifetimes@5#. These results report a lifetime longer tha
10219 s (30 000 fm/c) for reactions with excitation energie
up to 250 MeV. As several of the techniques to meas
lifetimes depend on statistical models to interpret the resu
it is desirable to have an independent technique to calib
the models. One such technique which is sensitive to
shorter lifetimes in evaporating systems is two-neutron int
sity interferometry.

Two-neutron intensity interferometry is particularly us
ful in measuring the space-time characteristics of an eva
rative system, where the time scale makes charged par
correlations particularly sensitive to distortions from Co
lomb rescattering@6–11#. This technique was applied in th
current experiment to the reaction40Ar1165Ho at E/A
525 MeV, with events selected for centrality by requirin
an intermediate mass fragment at a back angle and mea
ing neutrons at 90°. For this system, where incomplete
sion followed by neutron evaporation is expected in the m
central events, the two-neutron intensity interferometry
sults agree with the predictions of a statistical model withi
factor of 2, lending credence to the calibration of these m
els for neutron evaporation time scales.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The current experiment was performed using an40Ar
beam havingE/A525 MeV produced by the K1200 cyclo
tron at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laborato
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~NSCL! at Michigan State University. The target was165Ho
with an areal density of 32 mg/cm2. During the experiment a
set of silicon telescopes provided a time reference. Each
scope was made up of two elements, a 75mm planar Si and
a 5 mm Si~Li ! detector, and each was located behind a c
limator with a diameter of 1.8 cm. In order to select eve
with small impact parameters which are more likely to fo
a compound nucleus, a particle with chargeZ>3 was re-
quired in one of these telescopes which were centere
either 30° or 45°@12#. The neutrons were measured in t
NSCL Neutron Walls@13#. This array of detectors consis
of two walls, each made up of 25 glass cells of liquid sc
tillator 2 m long, 7.62 cm high, and 6.35 cm deep. Sign
from photomultiplier tubes at both ends of each cell we
used for pulse shape discrimination and timing. Simulatio
show that the Neutron Walls are about 10% efficient in m
suring 5–40 MeV neutrons when a light threshold of 1 Me
electron equivalent is applied@13#. The time signals, which
had about 1 ns resolution, determined both the time of fli
and the position along the tube for each hit. The walls w
centered around 75° in the laboratory. One was located
from the target, and the second was behind the first and
meter further from the target.

A major difficulty in measuring coincident neutrons
cross talk: one neutron scattering in two different detect
and leaving a signal in each. In order to eliminate cross
the technique suggested in Ref.@14# was applied. This tech
nique assumes that the measured neutrons scatter elast
from the protons in the scintillator, which is the most like
mechanism to produce a detectable light signal. This te
nique cannot distinguish events that result from elastic
inelastic scattering on carbon, but as the neutrons being m
sured have energies less than 40 MeV most of these ev
make very little light in the scintillator and so are not d
tected. Standard scattering kinematics allow calculation
the energyEn8 and scattering angleu8 of the outgoing neu-
tron En85En2Ep and cos2 u85En8 /En from the incident
neutron energyEn and the scattered proton’s energyEp . The
neutron energy is calculated from the time-of-flight, and
proton energy is found from the size of the measured li
signal.

Three criteria are used to compare the measured and
culated values:~1! The difference between the calculate
scattering angle cosu8 for the cross-talk neutron and th
measured angle between neutron hits, cosu5 r 1•(r 2
2r 1)/ur 1uur 22r 1u, is restricted to

DC2,cosu82cosu,DC1 . ~1!

~2! The difference between the time needed for the scatte
neutron to reach the second detectortn8 and the time be-
tween hitst22t1 is restricted to

DT2,tn82~ t22t1!,DT1 . ~2!

~3! The difference between the scattered neutron’s ene
En8 and the recoil proton’s energy for the light measured
the second detectorEp(L2) is restricted to

En82Ep~L2!.DE. ~3!

For a given set of cross-talk parameters—DC2 ,
DC1 , DT2 , DT1 , and DE—an event that satisfies a
three of these conditions is excluded from the analysis.
le-
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values for these parameters were chosen to remove the m
mum number of cross-talk events but the minimum num
of true coincidences. The effectiveness of this technique
studied by comparison with simulations usingGEANT @15#
and with a code specifically written to model the Neutr
Walls @14#. Both gave similar results and agreed well wi
the data. Both simulations include all possible react
mechanisms for the neutrons with the scintillator and inclu
multiple scattering events. This cross-talk elimination tec
nique is best defined when the hits occur in different wa
so only those events were considered in this analysis.
cause the higher-momentum pairs include more cross tal
was also necessary to cut on total momentumuPW totu
,250 MeV/c. In the simulation, the combination of thes
cuts removes about 97% of the cross talk and only about
of the true coincidence events.

The experimental correlation function is defined in term
of the coincidence neutron yieldY2(p1 ,p2) and the neutron
singles yieldY1(p):

( Y2~p1,p2!5C@11R~q!#( Y1~p1!Y1~p2!. ~4!

Both sums are over all detector combinations for a giv
relative momentumq5 1

2 up12p2u, and both sides are subjec
to identical cuts and corrections. The singles yield was c
structed from events with one and only one neutron beca
of the ambiguity in how to treat coincidence events th
might be cross talk, although including all multiple hit even
did not change the results. Likewise, the coincidence yi
contains only the events with exactly two neutrons. The n
malization constantC was chosen in both the experiment
and theoretical correlation functions so that^R(q)&50 for
16<q<40 MeV/c. The choice of normalization is some
what arbitrary but was chosen to include the range oq
where the data has reasonable error bars and is expect
be flat. The correlation function must be constructed us
the singles technique. A mixed event analysis cannot be u
because the coincident events include cross talk. To rem
the cross talk introduces an inefficiency into the data wh
depends on the momenta of both neutrons which, unlike c
on the individual momenta, does not cancel within the ra
that forms the correlation function@16#. Figure 1 shows the
experimental correlation function before and after the cro
talk criteria are applied. The cross-talk events produce
artificial peak atq;10 MeV/c, not at q50, because the
neutrons are detected at different distances from the tar
The correlation function is stable for variations of the para
eters, as long as the cut is wide enough to exclude mos
the cross talk.

Because the experiment was performed in a relativ
small experimental room, the concrete floor was about
meter away from the bottom of the detectors and the conc
wall was one meter behind the farther detector. This situa
introduced a background of in-scattered neutrons from
surrounding material in coincidence with direct neutron
Some of the background could be removed by making a
on the light signal compared to the neutron energy rec
structed from the arrival time. Those events where the li
deposited exceeded the maximum light response for the
constructed neutron energy were excluded, as this cond
indicates the neutron did not arrive at the detector direc
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PRC 58 2163TIME SCALES FROM TWO-NEUTRON INTENSITY . . .
from the target. Also, neutrons with energies less tha
MeV ~those with the longest flight times! were excluded
from the analysis. Even after these cuts, about 10% of
singles neutrons come from background, as measure
shadow-bar runs.

On average, the correlation function can be corrected
the remaining background@16#. A corrected correlation func
tion can be defined as

11R8~q!5
(Y2~p1,p2!2a(Y1~p1!Y1~p2!b~p1,p2!

a(Y1~p1!Y1~p2!@12b~p1,p2!#
.

~5!

Here the functionsY2(p1,p2) andY1(p) are the same as in
Eq. ~4!. The product of the singles yields in the standa
correlation function is a distribution reflecting the geome
and efficiency of the detectors without the correlations of
source found in the coincident events. This uncorrelated
tribution should be similar to the distribution of scatter
events that are added by the background. The func
b(p1,p2) is the fraction of times that an event measuri
neutrons with momentap1 and p2 would be a background
event. This weighting determined from the shadow bar m
surements is applied on an event-by-event basis. The co
tion b(p1,p2) depends on which detectors were hit but
independent of the energies and horizontal positions of
neutrons. The denominator of the corrected correlation fu
tion is weighted based on the fraction of events which are
background@12b(p1,p2)#. One overall normalization con
stant a is chosen so that ^R8(q)&50 for 16<q
<40 MeV/c. The correlation function was corrected fo
background and the enhancement is about 10%, as show
Fig. 1.

FIG. 1. The correlation function before any corrections co
pared to the results after corrections were made. All three c
include only neutron pairs with energies greater than 5 MeV
total momentum less than 250 MeV/c. The triangles represent th
correlation function with no corrections. The open circles show
correlation function after the cross-talk elimination. The fille
circles are the final results with cross-talk elimination and the ba
ground corrections.
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III. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

In order to characterize the results, the correlation fu
tion was compared to the results from a simple source e
ting neutrons. The neutrons originate from the surface o
sphere with radiusr 57 fm, corresponding to total fusion o
the reacting nuclei~r 51.2A1/3, A5205!. The emission times
are chosen from an exponential distribution, exp(2t/t) de-
scribed by a lifetimet. The energy for each neutron is cho
sen by sampling the efficiency-corrected singles spect
from the experiment. The energy selected for a neutron
assumed to be completely independent of its emission ti
The single-particle phase-space distribution thus produ
was filtered using Monte Carlo simulations of the detec
response and a correlation function constructed accordin
the Koonin-Pratt formalism@17,18#. The correlation func-
tions produced before and after filtering are identical at
except the lowest relative momenta@16#. The correlation
functions predicted for various lifetimes were compared
the data in Fig. 2, and a lifetime of 7006200 fm/c was ex-
tracted.

As a test of how well a statistical model agrees with t
experimental data, a code which implements the statist
formalism of Ref.@19# was used. This model predicts th
position, time, and energy for particles emitted from an e
cited source, specified by the initial number of protons a
neutrons, the excitation energy, and the energy-level den
These parameters were chosen as follows. First, the mass
charge of the compound nucleus were set equal to the siz
the total system, i.e., the effects of preequilibrium emiss
were assumed to have a small effect on the number of nu
ons available to the compound source. Second, since incr
ing the level density or decreasing the excitation ene

-
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d

e

-

FIG. 2. Comparison of the experimental correlation function
model calculations. The points show the data after the cross-
elimination and background corrections. The solid lines are ca
lated from a surface emission model with a source radiusr
57 fm. The dashed lines are the results from the evaporation m
with the excitation energies indicated. The model results are filte
to take into account cuts on neutron energy and total momen
applied to the data and the finite solid angle covered by the de
tors. The surface model includes detector response and cross
elimination.
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2164 PRC 58S. J. GAFFet al.
changes the shape of the energy spectrum and correl
function in a similar way@16#, the level-density paramete
was fixed ata5A/10 and the excitation energy was adjuste
A larger level density would produce a steeper energy sp
trum, but for this heavy systema5A/10 is already quite
large.

The initial excitation energy determines the slope of
energy spectrum. The excitation energy, calculated assum
total fusion, isE* /A53.93 MeV. When the predicted en
ergy spectrum was compared to the efficiency-corrected
ergy spectrum in the laboratory frame in Fig. 3, the predic
energy spectrum was seen to be too shallow.~The model
results were shifted into the laboratory frame by using
center-of-mass velocity of 0.045c.! To fit the lower-energy
part of the measured energy spectrum, the excitation en
was reduced toE* /A52.0 MeV. This reduction could be
partially explained by assuming a significant amount of
complete fusion occurred. Previous studies suggest
about 80% of the initial kinetic energy should be transfer
to the compound nucleus with the remaining energy car
away by light preequilibrium particles@20,21#. So E* /A
52.0 MeV was used as a lower limit while 3.93 MeV pr
vided an upper limit for the excitation energy.

When the correlation function predicted by this model
compared to the data in Fig. 2, the value of the calcula
correlation function close toq50 for both limits of the ex-
citation energy is much smaller than the measured corr
tion function, indicating that the model predicts a slow
emission rate; in other words, too long a lifetime for t
source. These correlation functions correspond to those
culated for the surface model withr 57 fm and lifetime pa-
rameters of 2000 fm/c when E* /A52.0 MeV and

FIG. 3. The experimental energy spectrum compared to fits u
in model calculations. The data have been corrected for efficie
by using the results of theGEANT simulation. The evaporation
model spectra~solid lines! show the results for both the total exc
tation energy available to the system and the reduced excita
energy that fits the lower energy part of the experimental spectr
A two-component fit made of a preequilibrium component and
compound-source component, which are shown separately,
combined withf p518% to fit the total spectrum~dashed lines!. All
the spectra are normalized to the data atE56 MeV.
ion
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1200 fm/c when E* /A53.93 MeV. Possibly, the shorte
measured lifetime of 7006200 fm/c can be explained by a
contaminant from neutrons emitted before the compou
source equilibrated. Even though the neutrons were dete
at 90° in the center of mass system where the forward
cused preequilibrium neutrons should make a small con
bution, some of the neutrons may be coming from this p
equilibrium emission. Thus, the measured time may b
combination of a fast neutron component and a slower co
ponent of evaporated neutrons.

In order to explore the effects of preequilibrium emissio
a fast component was added to the statistical evapora
model @19#. The resulting hybrid model is made up of tw
independent sources of neutrons, each with its own temp
ture ~energy-spectrum slope parameter!. The experimental
energy spectrum is fitted by two exponential distributio
with temperaturesTc andTp . The lower temperatureTc cor-
responds to emission from a compound source and is use
choose the excitation energy, while the higher tempera
Tp sets the slope for the energy spectrum of the preequ
rium emission. To quantify the fraction preequilibrium/tot
neutronsf p the energy spectra are compared between 5
20 MeV:

f p5
*5 MeV

20 MeVNe2E/TpdE

*5 MeV
20 MeV~e2E/Tc1Ne2E/Tp!dE

, ~6!

whereN is the weighting for the preequilibrium compone
determined by fitting the experimental energy spectrum. T
correlation functions were constructed from neutro
sampled from these two distributions with appropria
weights. The energy, emission time, and initial position
the compound-source neutrons were determined by
evaporation model. The preequilibrium source has neut
energies sampled from an exponential distribution with te
peratureTp . The emission points were sampled from t
surface of a sphere withr 57 fm, and the emission time wa
chosen, for simplicity, astp50.

Allowing for some systematic uncertainties, the decomp
sition of the energy spectrum into two components is
unique. By adjustingTc andTp , a range of weighting factors
can be chosen, all with similarx2 values. One possibility, for
f p518%, is shown in Fig. 3. Correlation functions we
constructed for various weights with the appropriate te
peratures. Assuming that the evaporation model is accura
determining the emission time of the compound source
the preequilibrium emission is instantaneous (tp50), the
correlation functions can be reproduced by assuming
25% of the neutrons come from preequilibrium emissio
Figure 4 illustrates this result. If the preequilibrium emissi
time is not zero, a larger fraction of preequilibrium would b
necessary to reproduce the experimental correlation funct

To estimate what would be a reasonable fraction of p
equilibrium neutrons to expect in the40Ar1165Ho reaction, a
model must be applied. Calculations based on the Boltzm
Uehling-Uhlenbeck~BUU! equations@22–24# were used to
estimate the shape of the energy spectrum for the preequ
rium component and thus, by comparison to the experime
energy spectrum, determine the fraction of preequilibriu
neutrons. The model was run for 200 fm/c, but the slope of
the energy spectrum is fairly constant over this time, so
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PRC 58 2165TIME SCALES FROM TWO-NEUTRON INTENSITY . . .
choice of the time cutoff is not important. The BUU resul
with a geometrical average over impact parametersb
51 – 5 fm, have an energy spectrum with a slope param
corresponding to a temperatureTp512 MeV. This tempera-
ture and the experimental energy spectrum requiref p
518%. The correlation function constructed for this com
nation of sources, withtp50, is also shown in Fig. 4. Intro
duction of a lifetime to the preequilibrium component r
duces the correlation function. For example, the part
emission times in the BUU calculations correspond to a l
time of tp550 fm/c. Using this lifetime for the preequilib-
rium component reduces the correlation function atq55
MeV/c from 11R(q)51.26 to 11R(q)51.23.

The value of the correlation function with the preequili
rium fraction predicted by BUU is still smaller than the da
close toq50. In order to assess the difference between
time predicted by the evaporation model with 18% preeq
librium neutrons and the experimental result, the emiss
time in the modelte was scaled for each event. The new tim
t5ste is used for the compound-source component in
two-component model. This calculation retains the corre
tion ~within a factors! between the emission time and pa
ticle energy as predicted by the statistical model. For
preequilibrium component the slope is taken asTp
512 MeV with f p518%, and the emission time is taken
tp50. Figure 5 shows that using a scaling factors50.4
brings the results into the best agreement with the data.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, the measured total correlation function c
be described by a source of radius,r 57 fm and an exponen

FIG. 4. The experimental correlation function compared to
two-component model. The compound source component of
model has energy, position and emission time as predicted by
evaporation model, while the preequilibrium component uses
face emission with an exponential energy distribution andtp50.
The weightingf p gives the fraction of preequilibrium neutrons fo
energies between 5 and 20 MeV, as defined in the text. For e
value of f p , the experimental energy spectrum was used to c
strain the slope of the energy spectra for the preequilibrium c
ponent and the excitation energy for the compound-source com
nent.
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tial lifetime of 7006200 fm/c, while a statistical evapora
tion model would be consistent with a surface-model para
etrization of 2000 fm/c with r 57 fm. This discrepancy can
be reduced by including preequilibrium emission in the c
culations. The addition of 25% preequilibrium withtp50
can enhance the correlation function from the evapora
model so that it fits the data. Using the Boltzman-Uehlin
Uhlenbeck equations to predict the preequilibrium tempe
ture implies that 18% of the neutrons come from preequi
rium, but this fraction of preequilibrium neutrons produces
correlation function which is too small. In order to usef p
518% and reproduce the experimental correlation funct
the emission times for the evaporation neutrons of the hyb
model are scaled by a factor of 0.4.

The present investigation suggests that neutron evap
tion clocks are accurate within about a factor of 2. Neutr
emission may be faster than that predicted by the statis
model used, within this factor of 2. The accuracy of o
time-scale calibration is limited, however, by uncertainties
contributions from preequilibrium emission. Neither th
spectral shape nor the exact time scale is known for the
equilibrium emission in a model-independent fashion.
improved calibration of neutron clocks could be possib
with measurements at lower beam energies where pree
librium emission can be safely neglected.
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